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'Business Woman' shares the new habits of modern
business women for your success. Like a business to
work for you rather than work for someone else? Could a
home career and outsourcing achieve the work-life
balance you desire? "Layered with realism and practical
advice for females at any stage in their career." Christine
Rodrigues, Braintree
Get the whole picture and learn to create a successful
onlinecontent marketing program Successful online
marketing is about more than creating aFacebook page
or writing a corporate blog. Brands need to buildlasting
connections with the right customers online through
aneffective online content marketing strategy, and this
book showsyou how. It explores ways to create a content
marketing strategy,identify the content that will keep your
customers coming back,create that content, distribute it
online, and measure the results,with hands-on, step-bystep guidance. Content marketing is an essential
element of successful onlinemarketing and brandbuilding; this book shows you how to begincreating and
distributing content online to market yourbusiness
Explains why content marketing is important and how to
createan online content marketing strategy, which tools
to use, and whatto avoid Shows how to create content
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plenty of tips, case studies, and worksheets to
ensuresuccess Online content marketing positions your
business and yourproduct for lasting customer
interaction; Content Marketing ForDummies gives you
the tools to create a program that works.
BIG PRESENCE isn't just for BIG COMPANIES
anymore! A social media marketing handbook for small
business owners on the go Social media has opened the
door to anyone who wants to promote
themselves--including small businesses. Designed
specifically for busy small business owners, this book
puts you on the fast track to maximizing your business's
visibility and generating profits—regardless of the size of
your marketing budget or the time you have to devote to
it. 30-Minute Social Media Marketing provides 22 short
chapters packed with real-world examples, templates,
sample marketing procedures, and screen shots taking
you step-by-step through the essentials. With little time
and effort, you will master the arts of: Blogging and
microblogging Social networking and bookmarking Audio
and video E-books and webinars Direct and indirect
marketing Brand and relationship building Word-ofmouth marketing Expanding your reach and establishing
your position Integrating with traditional marketing
Evaluating results By the end of the book, you will have
completed a social-media marketing plan that produces
real results and created a strategy for future marketing
plans--all in just 30 minutes a day.
UndeterredThe Six Success Habits of Women in
Emerging EconomiesWay Women Work
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Two Types of Habits: The Good and the
Bad "We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is
not an act, but a habit." Aristotle We are the sum of all
our habits. Small habits we repeat day after day, week
after week, year after year. Small habits that have turned
us into who we are today and that will determine who we
will become in the future. This goes for all our habits, the
good ones, as well as the bad ones - from working out
and reading books to smoking and boozing. This book
will focus on the positive ones - habits and life lessons
that will turn us into better men and women, habits that
will transform our lives - real Power Habits. Your Habits
Determine Where You End Up in Life! This book is
designed to give you an exclusive insight into the minds,
and habits of some of the greatest people in the history
of the world. A book for aspiring entrepreneurs, students,
or anyone interested to learn from the best. Take a close
look at the peaceful habits and inspirational beliefs of
Mahatma Gandhi. Find out how Julius Caesar seized
power by taking action and not waiting for permission.
Learn how Warren Buffet keeps emotions out of the
decision making process Discover the one Power Habit
that took the life of Jay-Z from street corner to corner
office. Find out what Life Lesson Dennis Hopper picked
up from legendary actor James Dean. Figure out a little
known habit James Bond is using for more energy and
increased testosterone. Take a look at one very powerful
daily habit Winston Churchill picked up in the military.
Learn why Muhammad Ali even would have been the
world's greatest garbage man. Skyrocket Your Life By
Learning 101 GREAT Habits From History's Greatest
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Thinkers! Power Habits is a collection of
101 secrets on how to build powerful habits from men
and women who have implemented them and found
great success. You will learn Life Habits, Success
Habits, Motivational Habits, Rich Habits, Productive
Habits, Creative Habits, Fit & Healthy Habits, Social
Habits and Minimalistic Habits! The 101 Power Habits
presented in this book, come from some of the greatest
and most inspiring people that have ever stepped foot on
this planet. Political leaders like Benjamin Franklin and
John F. Kennedy. Emperors like Julius Caesar and
Napoleon. Business icons like John D. Rockefeller and
Sir Richard Branson. Athletes like Michael Jordan and
Muhammad Ali. Writers like Ernest Hemingway and Mark
Twain And so many more ... All of them are part of an
elite group of highly successful people. All of them got
there by cultivating little habits that they repeated over
and over again. Little habits that didn't require any
special talent, just motivation, will power, and discipline.
This book will show what is needed for you to live the
good life - the life you have always dreamed of. A
lifestyle 99% of your peers will never enjoy to
experience, because they are too lazy to leave their
comfort zones. They are too lazy to change their habits
and implement new Power Habits into their lives. Not
you! - These habits and life lessons will help you to get
closer to your dreams. One habit at a time. 101 Power
Habits will provide you with all the tools needed to unlock
your potential."
What are the world's greatest destinations? Where are
the best places to travel solo? From airport fashion to
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professional traveller Brooke Saward
shows us where to go, what to do and how to get that
holiday feeling without even leaving home. Full of
beautiful photographs that will ignite the imagination and
featuring enduring favourites like Paris, New York, and
London, this is the book that will inspire you to make
every day an adventure.
For the sleeping giants of our workforce pursuing a more
productive life, HABITS OF SUCCESS is an anthology
illuminating the varieties of choices, habits and strategies
that lead to the same goal: success. READING IS A KEY
HABIT OF SUCCESS. FORM THE HABIT WITH
ANOTHER STELLAR ANTHOLOGY FROM LEADERS
PRESS! As the world resumes from a year and a half of
pandemic disruption, we find ourselves wondering what
to do next? Should we go back to normal or move
forward to better? How do we maximize our time and
efforts to find our most successful selves? What habits
will sustain that success the next time our world is
shaken up? You will find these answers reading the
brilliant contributors to HABITS OF SUCCESS. This
anthology draws wisdom from over a dozen exceptional
leaders, ranging from CEOs to Coaches to worldchangers. Habits of Success presents a diverse array of
habits that you may choose to suit your concept of
success. Each chapter in Habits of Success will shed
light on different methods for acquiring habits and how to
utilize them on your path to success: Adopt the habit of
understanding what success means to you. Practice the
habit of taking risks, knowing when to diverge from the
traditional path and experience the life you’ve always
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Thrive through the habit of adaptation to
stay productive even as your world turns completely
upside down. Develop daily habits of planning to improve
collaborations with yourself, your coworkers, and your
family. Embrace the habit of renewal as you evolve into
this next chapter of life. As the world restarts, take this
opportunity to assess the path you are on. Are you taking
the most efficient path? How certain are you that
success awaits and the end of this journey? Fortunately,
habits are products of behavior. You can always adapt
them to suit the situation and goals. What habits will
accompany you on the next leg of your journey? Get a
copy of Habits of Success and pave your path to
success today!
In the time of the #MeToo and #TimesUp movement,
international bestselling author and leading global expert
on mental strength Amy Morin turns her focus to
feminism, explaining what it means—and what it takes—to
be a mentally strong woman. The emergence of the
#MeToo and #TimesUp movements have awakened
society and encouraged women to find their voice and
claim their power. But to do this, women must learn to
improve their own mental strength. Contending with a
host of difficult issues—from sexual assault on college
campuses, to equal pay and pay gaps, to mastering
different negotiation styles—demands psychological
toughness. In this crucial book, prominent
psychotherapist and licensed clinical social worker Amy
Morin gives women the techniques to build mental
muscle—and just as important, she teaches them what
not to do. What does it mean to be a mentally strong
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Delving
into critical issues like sexism, social
media, social comparison, and social pressure, Amy
addresses this question and offers thoughtful, intelligent
advice, practical tips, and specific strategies and
combines them with personal experiences, stories from
former patients, and both well-known and untold
examples from women from across industries and pop
culture. Throughout, she explores the areas women—and
society at large—must focus on to become (and remain)
mentally strong. Amy reveals that healthy, mentally
tough women don’t insist on perfection; they don’t
compare themselves to other people; they don’t see
vulnerability as a weakness; they don’t let self-doubt
stop them from reaching their goals. Wise, grounded,
and essential, 13 Things Mentally Strong Women Don’t
Do can help every woman flourish—and ultimately
improve our society as well.
The action plan for building your entrepreneurial
empire—one day at a time While every entrepreneur
knows that the key to success is business growth, few
ever see it happen. Why? Because they know how to
plant seeds, but they don’t understand that the real work
lies in helping that seed grow—which takes knowledge,
persistence, and patience. The Entrepreneurs Book of
Actions helps you develop the mindset of a true
entrepreneur and provides manageable steps for making
your business vision a reality. Informative, inspiring, and
based on real-life, hard-earned lessons, it provides
common-sense, daily exercises you can jump into on
day one. Learn how to drive sustainable business growth
by: * Breaking bad habits—and developing good ones *
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time and money more effectively * Hiring
the right people for the right job * Minimizing the effort
required to perform basic tasks * Motivating your staff to
be mission-focused * Creating “free” time to feed your
innovative side You’ll begin to see your business in a
completely new way—with a sense of clarity and purpose.
You’ll begin identifying the issues that really affect your
business—not the ones that feed your anxiety. You’ll
become the kind of leader other entrepreneurs look up
to—calm, optimistic, driven. The Entrepreneurs Book of
Actions will provide the direction you need to make the
best use of your time, your energy, and your creativity.
It’s not isn’t a quick-fix. It’s work. But it’s manageable,
it’s proven effective—and it will pay off big.
Success is an attitude. Are you ready to elevate yours?
Women who reach the top of their game do so by
developing an attitude of success. Attitude is everything,
and your attitude determines your potential to
succeed.Are you able to command a room and fill it with
your presence? Do you constantly find yourself taking on
too much and feeling unable to say no? Are your
thoughts about yourself letting you down? The Attitudes
of Success: 10 Powerful Habits of Successful, Confident
Women is designed to show you how to think positively,
act positively, and make success a daily habit. Each
chapter contains examples of the methods employed by
successful women, providing you with the inspiration and
encouragement you need to achieve your own success
as well as showing you through actionable strategies in
the 'Try This' section how you can go about achieving
them yourself. We each have the potential to succeed in
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whatever
put our minds to if we learn how to develop
and adopt the habits and attitudes of successful women.
"This is not a book about charismatic visionary leaders. It
is not about visionary product concepts or visionary
products or visionary market insights. Nor is it about just
having a corporate vision. This is a book about
something far more important, enduring, and substantial.
This is a book about visionary companies." So write Jim
Collins and Jerry Porras in this groundbreaking book that
shatters myths, provides new insights, and gives
practical guidance to those who would like to build
landmark companies that stand the test of time. Drawing
upon a six-year research project at the Stanford
University Graduate School of Business, Collins and
Porras took eighteen truly exceptional and long-lasting
companies -- they have an average age of nearly one
hundred years and have outperformed the general stock
market by a factor of fifteen since 1926 -- and studied
each company in direct comparison to one of its top
competitors. They examined the companies from their
very beginnings to the present day -- as start-ups, as
midsize companies, and as large corporations.
Throughout, the authors asked: "What makes the truly
exceptional companies different from other companies?"
What separates General Electric, 3M, Merck, Wal-Mart,
Hewlett-Packard, Walt Disney, and Philip Morris from
their rivals? How, for example, did Procter & Gamble,
which began life substantially behind rival Colgate,
eventually prevail as the premier institution in its
industry? How was Motorola able to move from a humble
battery repair business into integrated circuits and
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while Zenith never became
dominant in anything other than TVs? How did Boeing
unseat McDonnell Douglas as the world's best
commercial aircraft company -- what did Boeing have
that McDonnell Douglas lacked? By answering such
questions, Collins and Porras go beyond the incessant
barrage of management buzzwords and fads of the day
to discover timeless qualities that have consistently
distinguished out-standing companies. They also provide
inspiration to all executives and entrepreneurs by
destroying the false but widely accepted idea that only
charismatic visionary leaders can build visionary
companies. Filled with hundreds of specific examples
and organized into a coherent framework of practical
concepts that can be applied by managers and
entrepreneurs at all levels, Built to Last provides a
master blueprint for building organizations that will
prosper long into the twenty-first century and beyond.
Popular author and professional certified coach Valorie
Burton knows that successful women think differently.
They make decisions differently. They set goals
differently and bounce back from failure differently.
Valorie is dedicated to help women create new thought
processes that empower them to succeed in their
relationships, finances, work, health, and spiritual life.
With new, godly habits, women will discover how to:
focus on solutions, not problems choose courage over
fear nurture intentional relationships take consistent
action in the direction of their dreams build the muscle of
self-control In this powerful and practical guide, Valorie
provides a woman with insight into who she really is and
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This book focuses on the increase in female leadership
over the last fifty years, and the concrete benefits and
challenges this leads to in organizations. It moves
beyond the typical focus on developed, Western contexts
and answers the call for research on how women in
emerging markets rise above the proverbial “glass
ceiling”. The authors integrate two underdeveloped
topics that are highly relevant to modern business:
women in leadership roles, and women in emerging
markets. They examine how women leaders in a range
of professional services—including accounting,
consulting, law, engineering and medicine—have
managed to navigate their careers while considering the
role emerging markets play in their work. Based on
cutting-edge research, the topics are brought to life
through examples and profiles of leading women across
Africa, the Middle East and the Far East. These
narratives, told in the leaders’ own words, are key to
understanding women’s achievements and the barriers
they face. Students of leadership, diversity, gender
studies, and human resource management will learn
much from this insightful book.
Behind Every Successful Woman ... Is Herself.
Successful women realize they posses the ability to
influence success. They are highly conscious of their
thoughts and actions and choose to move forward
consistently and with purpose.Inside Success Rituals 2.0
you will discover personal stories, tips, tools and
strategies from 30 successful women that will inspire you
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of the things YOU think and do - day in
and day out - that support the successful life and
business you crave. Now you can slide into the driver's
seat of your success too.
LEARN:: How to be Successful and Take Your Business
to the Next LevelDoes your business struggle to
generate a decent income? Having trouble landing
clients or attracting customers? Want to become a
freelancer or start a side hustle?Pay close attention if
you said "Yes" to any of these
questions...Entrepreneurship can be exciting. It can also
be stressful, frustrating and full of challenges. Most
entrepreneurs begin with a dream of financial freedom,
but often the reality fails to match the expectations.The
good news is, the problems you face are common to
most--if not all--entrepreneurs. In fact, if you study the
lives of successful people, you'll find that regardless of
industry, they encounter the same challenges you face
and found a way to overcome them. Their secret? They
focused on building specific daily habits.RIGHT NOW::
Develop "Entrepreneur Success Habits" to Take Control
of Your BusinessIt's not that hard to become a
successful entrepreneur. Really, all you have to do is
form the same habits used by the super-stars and make
them part of your routine. While these people often have
the same fears and limitations as you, they're able to
take consistent action because they've trained
themselves to do so.In the book, The Daily Entrepreneur,
we talk about the power of habit development and show
how to use it to overcome your specific challenges. What
makes this book different is it's organized according to
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we all face on a daily basis.DOWNLOAD::
The Daily Entrepreneur: 33 Success Habits for Small
Business Owners, Freelancers and Aspiring 9-to-5
Escape Artists"The Daily Entrepreneur" contains a series
of Entrepreneur Success Habits (ESH) you can easily
add to your hectic schedule. You will learn:** The FIVE
Challenges that Hold Back Many Entrepreneurs** 9
Steps for Developing Entrepreneurial Habits** The #1
Focus for ANY New Business (ESH #1)** The Secret to
"Getting More Time" for Your Life and Business (ESH
#13)** What Successful Entrepreneurs Do to Stand Out
from the Competition (ESH #16 & ESH #19)** How to
Maximize Your Productive “Sweet Spot” (ESH #11)**
How to "Get Things Done" in the Morning--Even if You're
a Night Owl (ESH #5)** 7 Habits to Overcome Stress
and Burnout (ESH #27 to ESH #33)** An Action Plan for
Networking and Building Solid Business ConnectionsYou
can train yourself to build a successful business. The
trick is to form habits that spur you into action on a daily
basis.Would You Like To Know More?Download and
start building your entrepreneur habits.Scroll to the top of
the page and select the buy button.
Ready to take the next step in your career . . . but not
sure what's holding you back? Read on. Leadership
expert Sally Helgesen and bestselling leadership coach
Marshall Goldsmith have trained thousands of high
achievers--men and women--to reach even greater
heights. Again and again, they see that women face
specific and different roadblocks from men as they
advance in the workplace. In fact, the very habits that
helped women early in their careers can hinder them as
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Simply put, what got you here won't get
you there . . . and you might not even realize your blind
spots until it's too late. Are you great with the details? To
rise, you need to do less and delegate more. Are you a
team player? To advance, you need to take credit as
easily as you share it. Are you a star networker? Leaders
know a network is no good unless you know how to use
it. Sally and Marshall identify the 12 habits that hold
women back as they seek to advance, showing them
why what worked for them in the past might actually be
sabotaging their future success. Building on Marshall's
classic best seller What Got You Here Won't Get You
There, their new book How Women Rise is essential
reading for any woman who is ready to advance to the
next level.
"Business English: A Practice Book" by Rose Buhlig.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature,
we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and
devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Detailed summary and analysis of The Power of Habit.
If you're an ambitious woman in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, or the Middle East, there has never been a
better time to be you. Markets are opening up.
Businesses everywhere are expanding. Your career or
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unlimited potential. In UNDETERRED, you
will find the keys to success, based on four years of
research, deep expertise, and interviews with more than
250 relatable businesswomen around the world. These
women will inspire you and Rania Anderson will guide
you. Despite the obstacles successful women face, they
remain undeterred. They persevere by developing the
solutions and workarounds that makes sense within the
contexts of their cultures. Do you want to be more
successful? Do you want to be undeterred? Unlock your
potential by cultivating the six success habits identified in
this book. The world is waiting for the unique talents and
skills you have to offer.
A complete update to the ultimate reference guide on
blogging basics! The increase in the number of blogs is
seemingly endless and continues to grow at a
phenomenal rate, thanks in part to the rise of
smartphones, tablets, and blogging applications. With
this kind of popularity, how can a blogger stand out from
the rest of the masses? This all-in-one guide is packed
with detailed information and advice that helps you
create and solidify your place in the blogosphere. You’ll
learn how to get started, use blogging tools, collaborate
with other bloggers, become a part of mobile blogging,
and much more. Covers getting started, working with
blogging software, other tools, blog marketing,
microblogging (including Twitter), making money with
your blog, and corporate and niche blogging Helps new
bloggers become active and productive members of the
blogging community Provides vital information for both
hobby bloggers and those who want to build a career
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Blogging All-in-One For Dummies, 2nd
Edition cuts through the clutter and offers you a fun and
friendly reference guide to starting and maintaining a
successful blog.
NEW EDITION--REVISED AND UPDATED with all-new
chapters on productivity! Legendary business coach and
entrepreneur Dean Graziosi takes you from where you
are in life to where you want to be, using simple tools to
reshape daily routines and open new doors to
prosperity--whether you're a fellow entrepreneur, an
employee or executive, or a new grad in your first job.
Millionaire Success Habits is a book designed with one
purpose in mind: to take you from where you are in life to
where you want to be in life by incorporating easy-toimplement "Success Habits" into your daily routine.
Legendary business coach Dean Graziosi has broken
down the walls of complexity around success and
created simple success recipes that you can quickly put
to use in your life to reach the level of wealth and
abundance you desire. This book is not about adding
more time to your day. It is about replacing those things
that are not serving your future with success habits
designed specifically to assist you on your journey to a
better you. In these pages, you'll: • Drill down deep to
identify your "why"--the true purpose that drives you and
the real reason you want to prosper • Expose and
overcome the "villain within" that's holding you back •
Unlock the single biggest secret to being productive (it's
probably not what you think) • Believe in your own
massive potential--so you can make it a reality • Use
Dean's 30-day Better Life Challenge to catapult you into
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Now updated with brand-new chapters on
productivity and mastering the art of achievement,
Millionaire Success Habits gives you the tools you need
to radically reshape your daily routine and open new
doors to prosperity.
Change Your Habits, Change Your Life is the follow-up
to Tom Corleys bestselling book "Rich Habits." Thanks to
his extensive research of the habits of self-made
millionaires, Corley has identified the habits that helped
transform ordinary individuals into self-made millionaires.
Success no longer has to be a secret passed down
among only the elite and the wealthy. No matter where
you are in life, "Change Your Habits, Change Your Life"
will meet you there, and guide you to success. In this
book, you will learn about:
Offers a step-by-step financial success program that is
concise, easy to understand and apply.
Are you ready to turn your ideas into reality and build a
wildly successful business? There has never been a
better time to say yes! With a computer and an Internet
connection you can get your ideas, messages, and
business out there like never before and create so much
success. In this book, Carrie Green shows you how.
Carrie started her first online business at the age of
20—she knows what it’s like to be an ambitious and
creative woman with big dreams and huge determination
. . . but she also knows the challenges of starting and
running a business, including the fears, overwhelm,
confusion, and blocks that entrepreneurs face. Based on
her personal, tried-and-tested experience, she offers
valuable guidance and powerful exercises to help you: •
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your business vision • Move past the fears
and doubts that can get in the way • Understand your
audience, so you can truly connect with them • Create
your brand and build a tribe of raving fans, subscribers,
and customers • Manage your time, maintain focus, and
keep going in the right direction • Condition yourself for
success . . . and so much more! If you’re a creative and
ambitious female entrepreneur, or are contemplating the
entrepreneurial path, this book will provide the honest,
realistic, and practical tools you need to follow your heart
and bring your vision to life.

This book is a story told through the eyes of the
seven most successful women in Scriptures. Each
possesses a habit that abundantly cultivates her Godgiven creativity--rising to become rich, powerful and
celebrated--without sacrificing her faith or her
families. (Practical Life)
This book will teach you how to develop greater
mental toughness. You will learn how to become
more mentally resilient. Inside this book you will
discover: · How your brain works · How to overcome
worries and frustrations · The best ways to deal with
negative thoughts · What to do about negative
people · How to handle fear · Techniques for
increasing mental positivity · How to improve your
powers of visualization and imagination · The best
ways to develop a healthy mindset · And Much More
This book gives the facts that should guide you as
the reader to the next step of depression. It has facts
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The book also shows how to live life in a positive
way without worrying or stressing yourself. All you
have to do is follow the simple tips from the book.
Behind Every Successful Woman Is... Herself!"An
Apple a Day Keeps the Doctor Away" is an age-old
ritual with a simple message: Eat something healthy
every day to maintain good health. Did you know the
essence of this simple advice can apply to the
success of your business too? It sure can!Inside
Success Rituals 2.0 you will discover the winning
habits of high-achieving women: Surprisingly simple
things, that when done consistently, can dramatically
improve the health of your business and support
long-term success.Think of it this way...It's not what
you think and do once in a while that gets results, it's
what you think and do > day in and day out.By
placing the winning habits of high-achieving women
under a spotlight, this book will inspire women
entrepreneurs to become aware of the things they
think and do on a daily basis - their success rituals,
or lack of - so they can consciously and purposefully
influence their success too.The stories within are
thought provoking reminders of the key ingredients
that make a winning habit winning: consistent and
purposeful daily action. The reward = new and
extraordinary results in your business and life!As you
read through The Success Rituals Volume 2, you will
find chapters that seem written just for YOU. Pay
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close attention to them because I believe you've
attracted this book into your life for a reason.Click
the buy button now and we'll see you on the inside!
?Leadership is such a huge topic right now as we
need great leaders to steer the narrow paths that
covid has created.Sadly, effective Leadership is
slowly slipping away into quicksand. The Habits
required to lead others extends beyond the typical
growth Habits but into HEARTFELT Habits that
require self-awareness. Heartfelt Habits stems from
emotional intelligence and is the secret weapon for
empathy, teamwork, synergy, persuasion, influence,
change, agility, coaching, training, creativity,
relationships, and so much more.Everything starts
with our Habits; therefore, it is safe to say that
leaders must have the most effective Habits to lead
others. This book lays out the most important Habits
used by some of the World's Greatest Leaders. All
you need to do is take just 1 of these Habits and it
can change your life forever.
Stop Dreaming. Start Doing. "Success Is Easy is a
practical, powerful and inspiring book for anyone
who is ready to shift to a new level of fulfi llment and
mastery in business. Debbie Allen has written an
important and insightful guide containing many
treasures of advice and wisdom to help you create
the success you deserve." DR. BARBARA DE
ANGELIS • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR AND TRANSFORMATIONAL TEACHER
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"If you are ready for more success and achievement
in your life, Success Is Easy is a MUST read! This
book will become your go-to guide for years because
it’s full of golden nuggets of how-to strategies that
really work." T. HARV EKER • NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF SECRETS OF THE
MILLIONAIRE MIND "I know Debbie and LOVE her
books! She’s a street-smart genius! Dreams do
come true and success really can become easy
when you take the right action. Start now by reading
this powerful new book!" DR. JOE VITALE •
AUTHOR OF ATTRACT MONEY NOW AND ZERO
LIMITS Every small business starts with a spark, an
idea, a vision. But as doubt, fear, and real-world
roadblocks get in the way, that reach-for-the-stars
idea seems far-fetched. Motivational speaker,
entrepreneur, and success expert Debbie Allen is
here to prove that your dream is not nearly as far as
you think. With actionable strategies and
unapologetic advice, Success Is Easy is your
ultimate guide to taking the leap, overcoming
obstacles, and earning success on your own terms.
You’ll learn how to: Take the right risks and earn big
rewards Escape the “Flip-Flop Zone” and make
quality decisions Craft your personal action plan for
success Tell which opportunities will help you or hurt
you Harness your confidence to become a
shameless self-promoter Stop self-sabotage and
limiting beliefs in their tracks Speak your mind and
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stick to it Transform failures into progress Conquer
procrastination and make things happen Get out of
your own way and take the first step towards turning
your dream into a reality with this book.
The 10 Habits of Highly Successful Women is a
collection of essays revealing the secret career
habits and hard-won wisdom of a diverse group of
accomplished women, selected by Rachel Sklar and
Glynnis MacNicol, co-founders of TheLi.st, the wellknown network dedicated to elevating professional
women. Perhaps no group has experienced more
upheaval in the last few decades than working
women. In this series, each woman explores the one
key habit or lesson that has made the difference in
forging her career and attaining professional
success. Whether it's CNN personality Sally Kohn's
exploration of emotional correctness or What Not To
Wear's Stacy London on the wear and tear of our
aspirational “Culture of Extraordinary;” why
millennial Nisha Chittal won't tell you her age and
what Cindy Gallop learned about sex while dating
men half hers; how lessons from waitressing led
Jenna Wortham to the New York Times or how
Paula Froelich perfected the art of the “controlled
burn” to start over after the end of a dream
career—these essays uncover the challenges and
delights of chasing, and finding, success in work and
life as a professional woman.
Stop Underestimating Yourself. You are capable of
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far more than you know. The most successful
women are often not the most talented, the most
gifted, or even the most experienced. What these
women have is a knack for communicating that
opens doors and gives them influence. Gleaning
from powerful research, bestselling author and life
strategist Valorie Burton unearths practical insights
you can put to work in your life immediately.
Scientific studies are proving what the ancient
wisdom of Scripture has shown all along: The power
of life and death lies in the very words you speak.
Let Valorie teach you how to... recognize the
nuances in speech that can mean the difference
between success and failure increase your influence
by changing what you think and say in critical
moments speak accurately about yourself so you
don't sabotage your most meaningful goals boost
your confidence by making simple tweaks to your
everyday speech Your words are powerful tools. It's
time to use them to build the life you really want.
During a business career spanning over 40 years,
Dr. Thomas has often been asked what his keys to
success are. After a great deal of reflection into his
past achievements and missteps, and the
achievements and missteps of other successful
business people, Dr. Thomas has written about the
habits of successful business people. He believes
unequivocally, that if a business person learns,
practices, and shares these five habits they will
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achieve sustainable success.
Transform your habits and find balance for success
Fans of The Power of Habit by Charles Duhigg and
Better Than Before and The Happiness Project by
Gretchen Rubin will love Habits for Success A
practical and motivational book: Habits for Success –
Inspired Ideas to Help You Soar is the perfect
blueprint to help manifest a life of progress, purpose
and fulfillment. Author G. Brian Benson offers an
informative, inspiring and unique look at growth, selfawareness and success. A self-help book for an
authentic life: Habits for Success was written
creatively, consciously and with heart. Using his own
growth process, triumphs and hero’s journey, the
author weaves authenticity and vulnerability into his
habits, ideas and stories to entertain and inspire the
reader. They are beacons of light, hope and
possibility, which guide the reader to their own
personal version of success and happiness while
helping give them permission to take their own
journey and to build a foundation of strength for the
long run. Increase your self-awareness, manifest
your dreams: Habits for Success is written in
laymen’s terms but with an incredible amount of
depth, which allows the reader to reach new levels of
understanding and growth. It is a wonderful mix of
heart, informative ideas and entertaining journey. It
is a self-help book that doesn’t feel like one. The
insights shared and the tools provided are tailored
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for life-long success. Readers will learn 46 unique,
informative and life changing habits to manifest
successful change. And, how to: • Have healthier
and happier relationships with loved ones and
friends • Cultivate more self-awareness, which will
guide the reader to live a more proactive rather than
reactive life • Find personal success in life and
business • Work through fear and step out of a
comfort zone • Cultivate, grow and own a genuine
sense of self-worthiness and love for oneself • Live a
life of authenticity and true-fulfillment • Build a
foundation for life long success • Strengthen intuitive
skills • Find and cultivate daily inspiration • Maintain
life balance for increased creativity and productivity •
Identify triggers and warning signals when you are
out of balance and what to do to counter them
Don’t Just Say It – Sell it! You don’t need a
professional ad agency or copywriter to create kickass marketing copy. This hands-on guide takes you
step by step and shows you how to create marketing
messages that capture attention and boost profits.
"Kick-ass Copywriting in 10 Easy Steps is a mustread for any small to midsized business owner. It
translates difficult writing ideas into everyday
language and empowers the average business
owner to write more persuasively in a simple, stepby-step process. My advice? Buy this book–and read
it twice!" —Dean Reick, direct marketing copywriter,
DirectCreative.com " ...Susan’s warm, engaging
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style and emphasis on real-world specifics will make
even the most writing-phobic business owners feel
more confident in their advertising efforts. Susan
packs plenty of useful copywriting tools, illustrations,
and checklists between the covers, too. Her fullfeatured 'Copywriting Outline' is surely worth the
entire price of admission. Kick-ass Copywriting in 10
Easy Steps is a superb addition to any smallbusiness owner's ready-reference shelf." —Roberta
Rosenberg, "The Copywriting Maven" and President,
MGP Direct Inc. “Susan Gunelius has created a
simple-to- understand guide to writing effective and
hard working copy for nonprofessionals such as
small-business owners and others who recognize
they need to develop this essential skill to promote
their business. Kick-ass Copywriting in 10 Easy
Steps covers virtually every topic the aspiring
copywriter needs to know, from the crafting of
impactful copy, to where best to run it. Ms. Gunelius’
book should be on every small business owner’s
bookshelf.” —George Parker, creative consultant,
author of MadScam, and advertising blogger at
Adscam and Adhurl
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant
classic explores how we can change our lives by
changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal
• Financial Times In The Power of Habit, awardwinning business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us
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to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries that
explain why habits exist and how they can be
changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into
engrossing narratives that take us from the
boardrooms of Procter & Gamble to the sidelines of
the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights
movement, Duhigg presents a whole new
understanding of human nature and its potential. At
its core, The Power of Habit contains an exhilarating
argument: The key to exercising regularly, losing
weight, being more productive, and achieving
success is understanding how habits work. As
Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we
can transform our businesses, our communities, and
our lives. With a new Afterword by the author
“Sharp, provocative, and useful.”—Jim Collins “Few
[books] become essential manuals for business and
living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles
Duhigg not only explains how habits are formed but
how to kick bad ones and hang on to the
good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great
read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of Getting
Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity
“You’ll never look at yourself, your organization, or
your world quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink,
bestselling author of Drive and A Whole New Mind
“Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a
serious look at the science of habit formation and
change.”—The New York Times Book Review
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Minority women who have made it to the top offer
tips and advice to others who wonder what it takes to
succeed in careers in both the for-profit and nonprofit
worlds.
"You cannot win without a workplace where women
and men have equal opportunities, equal input, and
equal power." —Dominic Barton, Global Managing
Partner, McKinsey & Company On almost a daily
basis, we read stories in the news about high-profile
male leaders, CEOs, venture capitalists, and
entrepreneurs harassing and acting inappropriately
toward the women with whom they work. Following
such revelations, these men generally lose their
jobs, and their companies lose valuable female
talent, customers/clients, and their reputations. And,
although we regularly hear stories about the "bro
culture" that obstructs women's progress and
creates hostile work environments for them, we
haven't heard as much about the efforts of good men
who want to change the in-office behavior of their
teams and companies so that they and women they
work with can realize their full potential and their
businesses can thrive. This book teaches men and
managers how to respond in these situations and
how to lead by example. In WE: Men, Women, and
the Decisive Formula for Winning at Work, Rania
Anderson lends her guidance on this exact topic.
Social mores have changed, and yet, wellintentioned managers simply don't always know what
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to do and what's appropriate and useful to actively
recruit, retain, and advance more women into
leadership. They want to be told how this can make
a difference to them and how they can make a
difference— this book shows you how to improve your
own results and win in business: A new playbook to
recruit and retain high-caliber women Take actions
to work effectively, elevate and lead with women in
the workplace Discover how traditional social roles
exert a powerful pull on people of both genders and
what to do about it. End confusion of male leaders In
the #MeToo era when everyone else is focused on
what’s wrong and what not to do, WE: Men,
Women, and the Decisive Formula for Winning at
Work, is about what’s going well and what you can
do. Men who are front-line managers, middle
managers, and senior managers have been
sidelined and left out of efforts to achieve gender
parity for too long. Now, these guys can get back in
the game!
"Leading in A Man's World" is what happens "When
Beauty Becomes a Beast" and it is designed to
assist women in Entertainment, Politics, Ministry,
and in Business to become effective in the
Boardroom. In other words, "We seal deals". Turning
your Passion into Power is a GPS assisting you in
clearly describing your Goals, Position, and Strategy
taking you from point A to point Z. Sabrina's success
is proof that with faith and discipline anyone can
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succeed, making the successful journey from
Entrepreneur to BOSS.
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